
DIGITAL TIMEKEEPING
Specifically designed for construction, Rhumbix is 
the most adoptable digital timekeeping solution. 
Foremen complete accurate time cards within 6 
minutes per day! And need data to go right into 
your Payroll/ERP system? We can do that.

T&M TAGS
Sick and tired of the administrative burdens 

that come with Extra Work Tags/Change 
Orders? Document these in Rhumbix and 

never again lose sight or documentation on 
the changes of work scope for your projects. 

COMPLIANCE
Does your company require Signatures, Union 
Compliance and Injury Reporting? Rhumbix is 

Union Compliant and gives you the ability to 
document all critical company protocols. 

QUANTITY REPORTING
Easily detail Installed Quantities on a Unit or 
Percent-Complete basis and let Project Managers 
better understand production factors. Associate 
Installed Quantities to specific Cost Codes and 
upload pictures for contextual referencing.

NOTES/PICTURES
Documentation is only as powerful as the 

context it provides. Quickly snap a photo and 
detail notes on Delays, Safety, Equipment 

Malfunctions, Weather and anything else that 
comes up on the job site.

DAILY REPORTS
Rhumbix is a simplified and all-inclusive 
application. Eliminate duplicative work and 
the need to buy more software. Automatically 
generate Daily Reports for your internal and 
GC/Owner reporting purposes. 

FIELD REPORTING

INTEGRATES WITH ALL MAJOR
ERP/ACCT/PM SYSTEMS

RHUMBIX
PRODUCT SUITE

FOREMAN FEEDBACK
Rhumbix is the only available tool to automate 
daily feedback to your Foremen on project 
performance. Empower your Foremen with 
context on Actual Hours, Budgeted Hours and 
Remaining Hours per Cost Code.

LABOR PRODUCTIVITY
Automate the reporting and analysis for crew-based 
performance factors. Dig into unit rate performance, 
cost code health and projected gain vs loss.

DAILY ACTUAL VS. BUDGET
Upload your Budget into Rhumbix and begin to have 
automated visibility on project performance and critical 
production factors. Rhumbix answers the question: “Did I 
make money or did I lose money today?” Easily dig into the 
underperforming areas to make quicker and better decisions.

Interested in what we have to offer? Try our product out for Free 
on one of your projects! Call to let us know how we can help you!PILOT WITH US!

CONTACT US

1169 Howard St., San Francisco, CA  94103
 +1 (855) RHUMBIX  :   sales@rhumbix.com

LABOR PRODUCTIVITY


